Press Release
net-files GmbH has added a new Q&A (questions
and answers) function to its net-files Dataroom
product
Burghausen, 13th August 2013 – The new Q&A function enables complex questionand-answer processes in the context of due diligence tests, mergers and acquisitions to
be handled in a structured and efficient way. Issues and inquiries can thus be dealt with
without the time-consuming inefficiency of resorting to unstructured e-mails, phone
calls and faxes.
Within the net-files data room, questions can be forwarded to the right predefined
experts to ensure that high-quality answers are supplied in short order. Detailed access
rights can be defined for each individual to govern who on the buyer's and seller's sides
sees what questions and answers. All questions and answers are also logged and
monitored in the data room itself to ensure fast and secure communication – and
secure audit trails – between all parties. Transactions can be closed out faster as a
result.
net-files gives companies a secure data transfer facility and a secure, central online
document management system, complete with detailed access rights and mobile
access options. This cloud-based solution makes it simplicity itself to exchange data
within the company or with customers and suppliers, and to set up safe data rooms for
M&A projects, due diligence tests, asset transactions, board communication, real estate
management and contract management, for example.

About net-files G m bH
With more than ten years' experience, net-files GmbH is one of the first and leading
German providers of project and data rooms. The net-files cloud service (www.netfiles.de), offers companies and distributed project teams a web-based application for
online document management, secure file sharing and efficient collaboration.

For more information see www.net-files.com
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